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Abstract:  Micro blogging, social media , social platform, tweets, comments, share these are few of the common terms that 

even a lay man can understand in what context the discussion is going on. With the uprising of social media these terms 

come into play more often. In the year 2004, Facebook was mere a fascination among the teens who are easily attracted to 

the trending things in computer. After, the successful launch of Facebook comes the Twitter which was earlier considered 

as social media for stars and glamorous people or people who are related to media or film city, but soon this myth was also 

cleaned up Now a days, most of the people who have their own laptops and internet connection have their accounts in 

some or other social media sites. As it is said, to every coin there are two sides, this proverb is true for this social media era 

too. In this paper we are trying to cover the one of the pillars of data analytics that is sentiment analysis based on data 

collected from social media platforms. 

 

Index Terms: Sentiment Analysis, Opinion Mining, Twitter, Facebook, Data Processing, Analytics. 

 

      

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Social media is one of the emerging platforms for expressing the views on any burning topics in the world. People now a days use 

social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to let their relatives know about their current condition. Recently, in 

area where there was crisis of floods, students use Facebook to let their parents know about their safety. Digital technology is 

highly used now days to be aware about happenings around the world. Social media has created a web around the individual. As a 

matter of fact, it is evident to quote ere tat according to a research, a person who is exposed more to social media is more 

vulnerable to various natural disorders like depression, suicidal tendency are more often seen in case of people who are more 

attached to social media. 

According to a research conducted in Florida State University, the number of patients suffering from depression, patients 

suffering from various mental disorders is mainly addicted to social media. 

 

There are always two sides of a coin; if we look at the negative side of social media we can have some good side even for the 

same social media. For instance, we look at the election in the country; social media played a highly influential part in the 

campaigning system. Social media also looked the reactions on great financial reform called GST. A lot of people were in favor 

of the slogan “One Nation One Tax” while some people were against the hidden charges incurred by GST. GST is now an issue 

of international debate. In this paper we tried to look at the pros and cons of social media platforms and also the different basic 

steps involved in performing sentiment analysis.  

 

 

II. BACKGROUD 

 

Sentiment means emotions or feelings of people on certain topic or object. Sentiment analysis is a field of data analytics that is 

engaged in performing the analysis of data ad finding the sentiments of the people on the topic. As it is said “The pen is mightier 

than the sword” proposes that free communication (particularly written language) is a more effective tool than direct violence 

.Sentiment analysis is a series of methods, techniques, and tools about detecting and extracting subjective information, such as 

opinion and attitudes, from language Nowadays Social Media Analysis is a special division in all MNC, which is responsible for 

analyzing the trends which are flowing in the market. Social Media Analysts are now very keen to observe the genuine feedback 

for their product from the public. This is now much more similar to feedback mechanism that led the developers to know about 

the faults ad flaws in the product. Similarly, sometimes the product seems perfect on paper and is designed as per the 

specifications but is unable to deliver the desired results. Social media provides a great platform for the public to express their 

views on any event or ay reform. Based on the reaction of people, companies or eve the government can decide their policies for 

future works. 

 

Dwelling into the history of sentiment analysis we found that traditionally, sentiment analysis has been about opinion polarity, 

i.e., whether someone has positive, neutral, or negative opinion towards something. The object of sentiment analysis has typically 

been a product or a service whose review has been made public on the Internet.  The interest on other’s opinion is probably 

almost as old as verbal communication itself. Historically, leaders have been intrigued with the opinions of their subordinates to 

either prepare for opposition or to increase their popularity.  Sentiment Analysis marks its beginning from World War1. Examples 
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of trying to detect internal dissent can be found already at Ancient Greece’s times .Ancient works in East and West mingle with 

these subjects. “The Art of War” has a chapter on espionage that deals with spy recruiting and betrayal, while in the beginning of 

“Iliad” the leader of Greeks Agamemnon tries to gauge the fighting spirit of his men. Voting as a method to measure public 

opinion on policy has its roots in the city state of Athens in the 5th century BCE. Efforts in capturing public opinion by 

quantifying and measuring it from questionnaires have appeared in the first decades of twentieth century, while a scientific 

journal on public opinion was established in 1937. 

 

Now a days Social media is put into work in almost all cases. We have seen a massive increase in the number of papers focusing 

on sentiment analysis and opinion mining during the recent years. According to our data, nearly 7,000 papers of this topic have 

been published and, more interestingly, 99% of the papers have appeared after 2004 making sentiment analysis one of the fastest 

growing research areas. In the recent areas social media analysis has played an important role in spreading awareness about issue 

to the people. Some of the cases that came into light with the help of social media include: 

 

 Uprising of ISIS: The territory of Iraq and Syria has been controlled by a group known as Islamic State of Iraq and 

Syria which has made many countries and organizations such as United State, Canada, and United Nation to 

intervene so as to restore peace to Iraq and Syria. The attacks by ISIS has filled the airwaves as many reports and 

updates on the ISIS attack has been broadcasted and published on different media including micro blogs such as the 

twitter, the Facebook and the Instagram in various languages and forms. These media has given people an 

opportunity to express and share their feelings and thoughts concerning the ISIS fight in Iraq and ISIS. These 

feelings include sadness, happiness, fear, doubt, joy, anger and neutral. The use of the social media to initiate 

discussions on the ISIS fight has tend to create an interesting and wide network in the social media which is an 

interesting area of study in social network analysis. The collection of the people’s feelings and thoughts can help 

determine the depth of harm or benefit of the fight to the people, decision making towards providing a solution and 

the risk involved as well as knowing the opinions of the people. Further, the firing by one of the ISIS activist 

Stephen at the Las Vegas in a concert was deeply regretted and agitated people around the world. The various 

terrorist activities by different terrorist organizations are also aim to spread the terror among the people and tend to 

destroy communal harmony. 

 

 Scams and Money Laundering: In the past decade world as seen a lot of money laundering scams. The effect of 

these scams was such that they have put the money of common people at stack. There are a large number of scams 

that have occurred prime of them includes the 2G spectrum scam which has put a serious question on character of 

politicians. The PNB Scam of Rs.11400 crore was an example depicting corruption in different level of hierarchy in 

the banking system. The Commonwealth games scam was also one such featuring scam of Rs10,000 crores. This 

scam also exposed the upper level corruption in the system and was trolled in social media up to such an extent that 

certain amendments were made immediately I the law. 

 

 Reforming Laws : Many reforming laws were passed due to agitation by the masses in different parts of country 

and also on social media. One such reforming act which the country has seen is GST (Goods and Service Tax). This 

taxation system was campaigned as “One nation one tax” by the government. There were various merits and 

demerits of this taxation system. Some people were in favor of this tax as it subsides all the taxes into one tax. On 

the contrary, few people were against it as under the vision of one nation one tax government is imposing heavy 

duties and is charging great money for same. The argument was supported by fact that, whichever nation has 

implemented the GST tax system as face a great recession in its economy. 

Another law that was enforced because of strong agitation in social media was the “Act against Rape”. This act was 

implemented with strong enforcement. As the number of rape cases were increasing with a great speed, it was 

mandatory to act some strict laws in order to put a check on such heinous act of crime.  

There were different laws which had to be enforced by government because of strong reaction of people in the social 

media. One such law was “Tipple Talaq “. This was one of the historic decisions in favor of Muslim women who 

had to suffer a life of widow which is not justifiable.     

 

As it is rightly said every coin has two faces. Social media has its evil sides too which is require to be exposed 

among people. 

 

 Fake News: As the social media rises so the quantity of fake news in the market keeps on increasing. The increasing 

trend of fake news has now become a business. Different media houses are involved in this business. Recently, 

during presidential election of USA fake news played an important role in Donald Trump’s win. According to a 

survey shown in news channel about 65 fake companies were involved in campaigning for Donald Trump. It was 

seen that 42% of votes were polarized because of fake news spread by these companies in favor of President Trump. 

About 1 million fake tweets were posted in twitter telling fake statistics. These tweets were so much flown in social 

media just by re tweeting on them. This was strong enough to prepare an air about Trump and it ended in Trumps 

win. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

On looking the positive and negative sides of social media we are here with conclusion that “Social Media Analysis is a necessary 

evil.” In this paper we are focused on performing sentiment analysis of data which is being gathered. Sentiment Analysis as 

mentioned earlier, is a key tool to get the overall opinion of people about any topic. In this paper we have collected data on ISIS. 

The dataset consists of tweets of people on the various heinous activities by ISIS on a global scale. 

 

Sentiment Analysis is done by using number of steps. The methodology for performing sentiment analysis can be listed in 

following flowchart shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Flowchart for sentiment analysis 

 

The following steps can be done to the data for performing sentiment analysis and getting the result. 

 

Step1 Data Collection: The first step is data collection. The data is collected from Twitter using streaming API and the collected 

data is stored in a excel sheet. The dataset on which sentiment analysis is to be done is stored in an xls file. Figure 2 below depicts 

the screenshot for excel sheet depicting the collected data. 
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Fig.2. Screenshot depicting the excel file of collected tweets 

 

Step2 Data Preparation:  The second step is data preparation in this step noisy data can be cleaned and prepare for sentiment 

analysis. In this step first the data is cleaned. By data cleaning we mean that the inconsistent data entries, the missing attributes in 

the dataset and the false dataset are removed. For this purpose we use a tool called Rapid Miner. Rapid Miner is basically a 

platform that uses collection of tools and their extension for performing sentiment analysis. In our case, we use the tool 

AYLITEN for document cleaning. The tool use retrieve function inbuilt in Rapid Miner to retrieve the dataset and using 

document cleaning a connection was established which use API key and API id as credential and provide us with the cleaned 

tweets. These tweets are now free from unnecessary symbols re tweets and tweets having missing values. 

The figure below depicts the design view of the tool as well as cleaned tweets result view. 

 

Fig.3. (a) Rapid Miner Tool for cleaning tweets 
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Fig.3. (b) Cleaned Document or tweets generated by AYLITEN Tool 

 

Step3 Sentiment Detection: Once we have a dataset of collected tweets free from all irregularities the next job is to perform 

sentiment detection. Sentiment detection is a technique by virtue of which each tweet in the dataset is tested and sentiment 

detection is done. Sentiment detection is done by checking each word and comparing it with necessary dictionary. Each sentiment 

analysis tool consists of dictionary of positive, negative and neutral words. As each tweet or collected dataset is being regressed 

with the dictionary overall sentiment detection of the dataset is done and we get a broad picture of total number of positive tweets, 

negative tweets and neutral tweets. This is done by performing polarization of data into positive negative and neutral based on 

score assigned by each tool. 

Figure 3 below sow the sentiment score of tweets as calculated by Repustate API. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Screenshot of score depicted by Repustate API to set of tweets 

 

Step4 Sentiment Classification: After getting the scores the sentiment analysis of tweets is use to classify the tweets for 

sentiment classification. A final output is generated which is use to let the user know about total positive negative and neutral 

opinion about any topic. 

Figure 4 depicts the pie chart distribution of total tweets into positive negative or neutral tweets ad its effect on the entire notion in 

social media. 
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Fig.5. Pie Chart depiction of overall positive negative and neutral tweets based on score of Repustate API 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The following methodology resulted in conclusion that terrorist activities ISIS is not at all liked by people in the world. The total 

killings massacre caused to people was deeply regretted. There was serious loss to lives money around the world. Other activities 

caused by different terrorists groups like Al-Qaida, Jeshhe Maummad; Lashkar-e-Toiba has not only caused loss to lives and 

money but has also disturbed the communal harmony in the regions of Kashmir. All these activities not only created havoc in the 

region but as also disturbed the local life in the region. 

 

Social media has played an important role in discovering the consequences of these attacks. People from different part of country 

have reacted to all these activities. Social media platform were overflow by the tweets or comments of people from the world. 

Social media sites also look at the intensity of the opposition then they started campaign against these terrorist organizations. The 

effect of this campaigning was that government of different nation actively participated in rescuing their people from these areas. 

Recently, the brutal deed by ISIS to Indian working in Iraq was heroic. All those 39 Indian were earlier declared lost but later 

their bodies were discovered near the mountains in Iraq. This activity by ISIS was chided by people in social media and the 

government was also involved in taking strict action against these terrorist organizations. 

 

This paper covers the sentiment analysis of tweets on ISIS. The result of the sentiment analysis of tweets was found out to be 

negative. This indicates that most of the people were deeply saddened by the public loss and the loss to public property.     

As a matter of discussion, the attack on Mumbai on 26th November 2008 was one of the major setbacks for the country. It has 

destroyed a lot of property manpower and police force. As the result of this attack a lot of people were affected ad the communal 

harmony in Mumbai was completely shattered. The bad impact of these activities on social media is that for few days all the 

internet services of the affected region is cut off. The reason behind tis cut off is an attempt to restore the peace and then spread 

the news to different part of world. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE    

The social media is now emerging as fourth pillar for the democracy. Social media provides people with right to speak, right to 

express their views in an independent way. This accounts for main reason for emerging trends in social media.  The social media 

is now at risk to play a vital role in spreading the correct information among the people ad filter out the fake news.  Nowadays 

fake news has become a big market for spreading incorrect information and creating air in favor of the accused. For example , in 

case of US Presidential election, a lot of fake polarization was developed just to promote  Donald Trump as presidential 

candidate. 

In order to keep the social media as one of the trusted pillar of democracy and not to put media under stack, a strong filter 

mechanism needs to work on every social media platforms to filter out fake news and stop spreading rumors or creating a buzz 

about any news. 
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